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L O U D S P E A K E R S

BUSTLING BRISTOL BEDROOMS

BBC heritage
Hand-made in England
for over 35 years, Harbeth
loudspeakers have remained at the forefront of
innovation and technology by redefining the designs of their BBC heritage.

Sonic purity
Harbeth’s exclusive cone
material creates that ‘being there’ experience not
possible with polypropylene cones used in so many
mass-produced
loudspeakers.
Only with a Harbeth loudspeaker will you experience the unbeatable clarity which comes from an
exclusive Harbeth RADIAL™ drive unit that brings
music to life.

Broadcast legacy
No
wonder
that
Harbeth is the first-choice
loudspeaker for discerning audiophiles and professional sound directors
working on hit TV shows,
film soundtracks and CD
mastering.

Thousands of discerning music lovers made the trek to Bristol for what’s become Britain’s premier hi-fi and
audio show. Organisers of the three-day event, Audio-T, claimed it a huge success and certainly for the UK’s
best-loved loudspeaker brand it was a most worthwhile excursion. “Our room was constantly packed with
audiophiles who just couldn’t get enough of the clear, natural sound of Harbeth”, said the brand’s Trevor
Butler. Full report and more pictures on page 2.

PRAISE FOR NEW MODEL

“DROWNING IN THE MUSIC” WITH HARBETH’S SUPER HL5PLUS

Renowned audio writer René van Es, who fell in love with Harbeth’s diminutive P3ESR mini-monitor (and bought a pair),
crowned the ‘two-cubic-foot’ design from the same brand The Pure One as the title for his review.
The exquisite midrange
qualities of the SHL5plus
were immediately obvious
to René van Es who noted
how “voice is free from any
coloration, very human,
very present against the
band, just the way it should
be”. Turning to a trusted
test recording (Bach’s

Complete Flute Sonatas / Ira
Gale) he discovered how
the SHL5plus reproduces
the flute “outstandingly
well”, bringing joy and
excitement to the listener.
“The harpsichord is very
clear next to the flute”, he
noted, “both are natural
and detailed, and nuances

are easy to enjoy. You don’t
think about soundstage,
frequency range, distortion or any of that at all.
You drown in the music
itself, eyes closed, almost
afraid to take a breath as
if it could disturb the performance.”
www.the-ear.net

The world’s best-loved loudspeakers 							

www.harbeth.co.uk
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WARM WEST COUNTRY WELCOME KEPT HARBETH TEAM BUSY

CONTACT
Harbeth Audio
is proudly an
independent
British company,
wholly owned by
the designer. This
gives us complete
control over
our destiny and
allows us to create
products that are
truly sought after
around the world.
Send your stories
for inclusion
in our regular
newsletters to the
editor, ideally with
high resolution
photographs.
THE EDITOR
Trevor Butler
Harbeth Audio Ltd,
3-4 Enterprise Pk,
Lindfield,
West Sussex
England RH16 2LH
Email: sound@
harbeth.co.uk

Room treatment and measurement to ensure the perfect sound in the Harbeth room at Bristol

KEEN EXCITEMENT TO HEAR NEW MODEL AT UK’S PREMIER AUDIO EVENT

WESTWARD LEADING

Teaming-up with key partners in the audio industry, Harbeth had a most successful
three days at the 28th Sound and Vision (The Bristol Show) weekend, meeting scores of
customers and introducing the latest model in the brand’s line-up, the Super HL5plus.
With the multi-awardwinning P3ESR mini
monitor playing continuously in one room
(right), a second, next
door, was dedicated to
Harbeth’s latest design
which was very well

received by the Bristol
audience.
“There was tremendous enthusiasm revealed by the audiophiles attending the
event”, says Trevor Butler from Harbeth’s mar-
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keting team, “to find
out more about a brand
they obviously revered.”
Among the thousands of visitors across
the weekend was Harbeth designer Alan
Shaw’s granddaughter.
Young Jessica, aged
two, cast an eye over
the little P3 on display
(top, left). Top-right,
Alan takes room measurements to adjust the
typical hotel room‘s
limited damping for the
best possible sound
balance.

WIN HARBETH’S STUNNING MINI-MONITOR IN SHOW’S CHARITY RAFFLE

Wigwam’s Scalford show time
Harbeth’s P3ESR monitors are
the top prize in a charity raffle
being staged by the organisers
of a one-day audio event.
The Hi-Fi Wigwan show is
staged on Sunday 29 March
at the Scalford Hall Hotel near
Melton Mowbray.

Harbeth’s dealer Guildford
Audio has donated the prize
to support the event’s charity
raffle. “We’re delighted to be
associated with this really
worthy cause”, said Harbeth’s
Andy Sinden.
Known to many as the ‘Pie-

Fi Show’ (due to its location
outside the pie capital of
Melton Mowbray), this longestablished event offers visitors
the opportunity to listen to
an incredibly wide variety of
systems playing an equally
incredibly wide variety of music.
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Harbeth now direct to the land of Oz
Australia is the latest country to be added to Harbeth’s ever-growing list of specialist international distributors as
Audio Magic is appointed to look after the growing band of Harbeth customers ‘down under’.

Audio Magic has been formed
by Aleksandar Maksimovic
as a specialist distributor of
the very best high-end audio
equipment.
“Our goal”, he explains,
“is to offer audiophiles the

best price-quality ratio from
brands with several decades of
tradition and reputation.”
Harbeth’s Sales Manager,
Andy Sinden, says “I know
Alek will provide a top-quality
service to the growing number

of Harbeth customers we have
in Australia.”
He can be reached at 23/22
French Avenue, Northcote
VIC 3070 in Melbourne. Tel
+61 3 9489 51 22 and email
info@audiomagic.com.au

SPINNING

NEW NAME FOR
HARBETH BENELUX

IN HAMBURG

A PACKED HOUSE AT TWO-DAY HIGHEND SHOW IN NORTHERN EUROPE

Distribution of the Harbeth brand across the
Benelux countries is
booming. So much so
that extra resources and
staff have been employed
under a new umbrella. The new company,
Audio Ingang, includes
Jan, Bjorn and Garmt as
well as Sven Verbruggen
(pictured) who’s been
recruited as the brand
ambassador. Beter Beeld & Geluid continues
as a high-end dealer in
Hilversum.
www.audioingang.nl.

The Holiday Inn on the outskirts of Germany’s second city was
buzzing throughout the tenth annual Norddeutsch HiFi-Tage as
enthusiasts demonstrated their diverse musical tastes and penchant
for vinyl through Britain’s Harbeth monitor loudspeakers.
Amid the usual gathering of valve amplifiers
and turntables (plattenspieler fans were in
abundance!), Harbeth’s
monitor loudspeakers
were a much sought
after experience at the
show. Room 1603, commanding a magnificent
view from the hotel’s
16th floor, was packed
throughout.
Harbeth’s
designer
Alan Shaw and Trevor
Butler from the marketing department were
on hand and worked
with Bernd Hömke
(from Harbeth Germany) and local, enthusiastic Harbeth dealers

Clemens Meyer from
Sound & Vision in Hamburg, and Loftsound’s
Markus Kampschulte
from Arnsberg (pictured in action).
“Together we made
the room rock”, said
Trevor. “All our visitors
left the Harbeth room
with a big grin on their
faces after enjoying the
clear, natural sound
which only a Harbeth
RADIAL™ can produce.
Some came back several times, not believing
what they’d heard!”
The successful show
is organised by Hifi Studio Bramfeld, a popular
local dealership.

HARBETH’S UK
EXPANSION

Harbeth dealer Markus Kampschulte of Loftsound (top, and bottom left with
Alan Shaw). Trevor Butler with writer Michael Bruss, bottom right.

DEDICATED HARBETH WEEKEND AT GERMANY’S ‘HI-FI FARM’ – 14-15 MARCH

Bavaria festival, here we come!
Up to 400 pre-booked Harbeth
fans are expected at a special
weekend which will see
every speaker model being
demonstrated.
Designer Alan Shaw will talk
about BBC monitor loudspeaker
tradition and how to make a

BBC-style speaker for the 21st
century. His special presentation
is on Saturday 14 March at
2pm. “During the rest of the
weekend he’ll be on hand at
Hifi-Bauernhof in Altusried to
play music and talk to visitors”,
explains organiser Michael

Wick. “We will have a different
Harbeth speaker in each
demonstration room, in allBritish setups. It promises to be
a very special weekend indeed
and one not to be missed by any
German Harbeth fan.”
www.hifi-bauernhof

To cater for the increasing demand for Harbeth
products in its native UK,
the brand is negotiating
with new dealers.
The latest to be appointed is Acoustic
Streams in Penzance,
Cornwall who will be
happy to help customers
in the West Country with
all their requirements.
Contact telephone is
01736 362730 and the
website: www.acousticstreams.com
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GLOBAL ROUND-UP

Harbeth Canada and
its Montreal dealer will
be at the Salon Son &
Image (Montreal Audio
Show) 22-29 March
at the Hotel Hilton in
Bonaventure.
“We look forward to
meeting customers old
and new”, says Michael
from Harbeth Canada.

WARM BELGIUM SOUNDS
Nearly 200 visit exclusive high-end weekend at Benelux
dealers – wooed by fabulous sounds and warm hospitality.
Harbeth’s Monitor Series was
showcased recently at Gydotron
Audio’s two-day event in Wijnegem near Antwerp.
The mighty M40.1s (below)
were partnered by Ayre electronics, a Mac Mini and Transrotor
Rondino turntable.
In room two, the M30.1 was fed
with Trinnov and ASR amplification and a Transrotor Dark Star

Reference turntable.
“There was nothing but favourable comments on both systems”, says Garmt van der Zel of
Harbeth Benelux.
“It was a highly enjoyable
weekend and everyone was
made to feel most welcome by
the generous Flemish hosts.”
Details of forthcoming events
from: www.gydotron.com

HOLLAND: two special Harbeth days are
planned in Hilversum (24-25 April) at
high-end dealers Beter
Beeld and Geluid. Harbeth’s designer Alan
Shaw will be on hand
as the latest models are
demonstrated. “All are
very welcome”, says organiser Garmt van der
Zel.
Details from beterbeeldengeluid.nl

ITALY:
audiophile
magazine
AudioReview took an indepth look at Harbeth’s Super HL5plus
(above).
Reviewer
Gian Piero Matarazzo
commented on the
British
engineering
standards and extreme
neutrality of sound.
The new design also
featured on the edition’s front cover.

HARBETH USA SALES BOOM DESPITE HEADQUARTERS BURIED IN SNOW
Harbeth USA (Fidelis AV) have been fighting the elements as a
ferocious storm deposited huge piles of snow on the country. With
plummeting temperatures and massive blizzards affecting much of
the USA, Harbeth’s base was nearly submerged (see right) under as
much as seven feet of snow – making it look more like the North
Pole than New Hampshire. Despite the atrocious weather impeding
communication and travel, the brand has been much in demand
with a clutch of new dealers appointed this year in Alabama, Seattle,
Memphis and Texas. “Harbeth continues to grow in the US thanks to
the staff of Fidelis and their dealers’ hard work”, says Harbeth’s Andy
Sinden. Staff are preparing for the 2015 round of audio events and
look forward to meeting customers on the road.
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